The photothermoacoustic ͑PTA͒ or photoacoustic ͑PA͒ effect induced in light-absorbing materials can be observed either as a transient signal in time domain or as a periodic response to modulated optical excitation. Both techniques can be utilized for creating an image of subsurface light-absorbing structures ͑chromophores͒. In biological materials, the optical contrast information can be related to physiological activity and chemical composition of a test specimen. The present study compares experimentally the two PA imaging modalities with respect to the maximum imaging depth achieved in scattering media with optical properties similar to biological tissues. Depth profilometric measurements were carried out using a dualmode laser system and a set of aqueous light-scattering solutions mimicking photon propagation in tissue. Various detection schemes and signal processing methods were tested to characterize the depth sensitivity of PA measurements. The obtained results demonstrate the capabilities of both techniques and can be used in specific PTA imaging applications for development of image reconstruction algorithms aimed at maximizing system performance. Our results demonstrate that submillimeter-resolution depth-selective PA imaging can be achieved without nanosecond-pulsed laser systems by appropriate modulation of a continuous laser source and a signal processing algorithm adapted to specific parameters of the PA response. © 2009 Society of Photo-Optical Instrumentation Engineers.
Introduction
The photoacoustic ͑PA͒ response of biological tissues to optical irradiation has been actively studied with the ultimate goal of developing a noninvasive imaging modality capable of providing information on optical heterogeneities at depths greatly exceeding those accessible by purely optical means. [1] [2] [3] [4] Owing to the fact that at optical excitation levels below the vaporization and ablation thresholds, acoustic wave generation is associated with thermoelastic deformations, the term photothermoacoustics ͑PTA͒ is also used to emphasize connection to the nonequilibrium temperature field. Sensitivity of the PTA technique to optical contrast in biological tissues and ability to detect chromophores at depths of several centimeters with millimeter spatial resolution are the two main reasons for the rapid development of this imaging modality in recent years. Conventional use of the PTA method consists of short pulse ͑nanosecond͒ optical excitation of a test specimen and time-resolved detection of acoustic transients received by a broadband ultrasonic transducer or an array of transducers. 5 The spatially resolved images can be obtained either by employing a numerical tomographic reconstruction algorithm or by use of a focused ultrasonic transducer, which can be scanned over the region of interest. Regardless of which reconstruction method is used, the depth information in the time-domain measurements is recovered from the acoustic wave travel times, while the optical absorption coefficient can be derived from the shape of an acoustic profile. 6, 7 An alternative approach to PTA imaging is based on periodic optical excitation and frequency-domain signal processing to obtain spatially resolved images of tissue chromophores. Frequencydomain PTA ͑FD-PTA͒ was originally proposed and successfully demonstrated in our experiments with tissue phantoms and ex vivo tissue samples. [8] [9] [10] Subsequent and independent studies 11 confirmed several valuable features of the Frequency Domain PA method. Both time-domain PTA and FD-PTA imaging modalities possess distinct and attractive features that may eventually be adopted commercially. For example, the pulsed PTA response is usually high in amplitude and image reconstruction is fairly straightforward. On the other hand, FD-PTA is characterized by high signal-to-noise ratio ͑SNR͒ and depth selectivity can be realized using spectral domain filtering. 9 Ultimately, preference for one technique or another depends on the particular imaging application the PTA method tries to address. Maximum imaging depth and spatial resolution is especially important for noninvasive imaging of breast cancer because the depth of a tumor may exceed several centimeters. 12, 13 Therefore, it appears important to have quantitative characterization of various PTA imaging methods with respect to the maximum imaging depth that can be achieved with specific instrumentation. We address this objective in the present work using a dual-mode laser system capable of both pulsed nanosecond and relatively long continuous wave ͑CW͒ intensity modulated optical excitation of our test samples under the same experimental conditions. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first experimental study that directly compares time-domain PTA and FD-PTA measurements with respect to depth sensitivity in biological materials.
PTA Signal Generation
The theory of photothermal generation of acoustic waves in solid and liquid materials was described in several theoretical studies. 5, 14, 15 The PA response from subsurface chromophores depends on the details of photon propagation in surrounding tissues. The diffusion approximation describing the optical fluence E͑r , t͒ as a photon density wave is frequently employed to simplify the complex photon transport phenomenon in biological materials. 16 The diffusive nature of photon flux in tissue results in significant broadening of the initially collimated laser beam, which creates a nearly uniform irradiation pattern for relatively small tissue chromophores. In the case of nanosecond laser irradiation, the time dependence is modeled as a ␦ function and conductive heat transfer is neglected. Assuming that the thermoelastic effect is the dominating mechanism in laser PA energy conversion, the maximum acoustic pressure p 0 at the chromophore surface is estimated as
where ⌬T is the optically induced temperature increase, a is the absorption coefficient, c a is the speed of sound, is the tissue density, ␤ is the isobaric volume thermal expansion coefficient and C p is the specific heat at constant pressure. The Grüneisen coefficient ⌫ = c a 2 ␤ / C p combines thermoelastic properties and defines the efficiency of the PA generation. If the size of the heated area is much smaller than the distance R to the detector, then the initial pressure ͑1͒ propagates as a bipolar spherical wave with amplitude decreasing as 1 / R. The duration t a of the transient acoustic response depends on both the duration of laser exposure and the spatial extent of photothermal sources, which is determined by the material absorption coefficient a . In the case of short time laser irradiation, t a is equal to the acoustic transit time across the optical penetration length ͓i.e. t a = ͑c a a ͒ −1 ͔. In our experiments, we are concerned with measurements of the peak acoustic pressure received by an ultrasonic transducer rather than with the detailed profile of the acoustic response. To maximize sensitivity, the test samples were positioned at the focal plane of a circular focusing transducer with the laser beam aligned to heat the focal zone. Although the scattering media will inevitably expand the laser spot, the size of the transducer focal area remains unchanged and can be considered as a source of spherical acoustic waves emitted into the coupling media. For a spherically symmetric PTA source with radius r s , the peak acoustic pressure at the focal distance R is estimated as
The electric signal produced by the transducer is proportional to the total pressure received by a circular aperture with the area A d
In our experiments, the spatial and thermoelastic parameters remained fixed; therefore, any observed changes in acoustic signal were solely due to changes of the initial pressure p 0 caused by the variations of optical fluence E at various depths inside the scattering medium. A periodically modulated laser beam stimulates temperature oscillations ͑thermal waves͒ in the sample which, in turn, produce harmonic acoustic pressure waves. This type of photogeneration was developed extensively for spectroscopic 17 material characterization using measurements of the PTA amplitude and phase. Our use of FD-PTA differs from the conventional spectroscopic applications mainly because it enables spatially resolved imaging with a modulated laser source. Similar to short-pulse excitation, the thermal diffusion length in tissue at megahertz modulation frequencies is extremely short and the region of optical absorption limits the spatial extent of periodic acoustic sources. Normally, the specific modulation frequency range is chosen in the context of a particular application. The frequency range of 0.5-5 MHz, which corresponds to acoustic wavelengths a = 0.3-3 mm in water ͑speed of sound 1.5ϫ 10 5 cm/ s͒ is the most suitable for imaging deep-tissue chromophores. Use of low-frequency signals results in reduced spatial resolution, while acoustic waves with frequencies of Ͼ5 MHz suffer from increased acoustic attenuation, which limits the imaging depth. A single frequency spherically symmetric photothermal source positioned at r 0 generates divergent acoustic waves with pressure 18
where the PTA frequency spectrum p 0 ͑r 0 , ͒ defines the amplitude and phase of acoustic waves at the angular frequency , and R = ͉r d − r 0 ͉. Derivation of the PA spectrum p 0 ͑r 0 , ͒ can be done from analysis of the wave equation for a harmonic response under specific boundary conditions. Assuming slow heat conduction and ideal acoustic impedance matching with a coupling medium, the PTA spectrum of emitted pressure waves is 5
indicates that efficient PTA generation is limited to the bandwidth a c a . The physical meaning of the characteristic frequency a = a c a consists of matching the absolute value of the acoustic wave vector a / c a to the optical absorption coefficient a . The PTA generation is less efficient at frequencies Ͼ a c a , resulting in significant decrease of the acoustic response amplitude. The harmonic pressure signal ͓Eq. ͑4͔͒ can be measured with high SNR using narrowband coherent detection ͑a lock-in amplifier͒, but it is unsuitable for depth-resolved imaging due to its extremely narrow bandwidth. In order to facilitate depth-selective imaging and take advantage of the superior SNR of coherent signal processing methods, FD-PTA with frequency-swept ͑chirped͒ optical excitation was introduced. 8, 9 The typical PTA response in this case is a frequency-modulated acoustic wave with amplitude p 0 ͑r 0 , ͒ dependent on the instantaneous frequency and delayed by the travel time = R / c a .
Quantitative comparison of time-domain PTA and FD-PTA modalities is challenging due to the vast difference in the power of optical sources utilized for acoustic wave generation. The obvious way to amplify the PTA response is increase of optical irradiation of tissue. Practical limits to optical exposure are imposed by the international safety standards. For example, the ANSI standard 19 quantifies the maximum permissible exposure ͑MPE͒ levels for various modes of laser radiation. The MPE for nanosecond laser exposure of skin at 1064 nm is 100 mJ/ cm 2 and for long time exposure ͑t L =1 ms-2 s͒, MPE= 0.98-6.5 J / cm 2 . Because we are interested in the maximum imaging depth, it is reasonable to compare time-domain PTA and FD-PTA modalities at optical irradiation near the corresponding MPE levels. In the present experiments, all measurements were conducted with fixed laser output settings ͑pulsed and CW͒ to ensure optical irradiation below the MPE. No specific normalization of data was done to show the signal behavior at the defined parameters of laser irradiation. It is straightforward to scale the PTA response to corresponding MPE values because of the linear dependence of the acoustic pressure p 0 on the laser fluence E.
System Overview and Measurement Procedure

Dual-Mode PA System
To conduct the comparative study, we employed a dual-mode laser system ͑Fig. 1͒ capable of rapid change between pulsed ͑nanosecond͒ and intensity-modulated CW optical excitation modes. A Q-switched laser ͑Continuum, Santa-Clara, CA͒ was used to generate pulses of near-IR radiation at 1064 nm and 5 ns duration with the repetition rate of 10 Hz. The laser beam was expanded to 4.5 mm FWHM diameter, and the pulsed radiation with average energy of 1.6 mJ ͑E =10 mJ/ cm 2 ͒ was incident on the sample at an 18-deg angle. The radiation from the CW laser ͑IPG Photonics, Boston, Massachusetts͒, with mean power of 300 mW at the same wavelength ͑1064 nm͒ and beam diameter of ϳ2 mm, was used to generate periodic acoustic waves by modulating the continuous intensity output using an acousto-optic modulator ͑AOM͒. The digital modulation ͑chirp͒ waveform f͑t͒ with parameters specific to the experiment was synthesized using LabView software and was uploaded to the NI-5443 ͑National Instruments, Austin, Texas͒ modular function generator ͑FG͒, which was also used to synchronize the data-acquisition process. The finite length of the modulation waveform constitutes the duration of one signal acquisition event. The typical duration of chirped waveforms was 1 ms with occasional increase to 5 ms for deep chromophore positions. Although a single chirp laser exposure expressed in energy units E = 10-50 mJ/ cm 2 was significantly below the MPE level ͑978 mJ/ cm 2 and 1.46 J / cm 2 for t L =1 ms and 5 ms, respec-tively͒, the generation of multiple chirps needed for signal averaging may easily attain the MPE limit. The modulation function f͑t͒ remained the same between consecutive acquisitions, enabling coherent averaging of the individual chirped acoustic signals to increase the SNR. To alternate between pulsed and CW modes, the flipper-mirror ͑M3͒ was used to direct one beam or the other through the common path toward the test sample. We simulated the scattering properties of tissue using aqueous solutions of Intralipid suspension with various concentrations to relate the maximum imaging depth to the optical parameters of the surrounding media. Lightabsorbing samples made of a stained PVC Plastisol 20 were suspended in a rectangular container ͑C͒ filled with the Intralipid solution to simulate tissue chromophores. One wall of the rectangular container was replaced with a thin transparent plastic film window to allow optical radiation to enter the solution and acoustic waves to reach the ultrasonic transducer ͑TR͒ unobstructed. The plastic film window also prevented the solution from mixing with clear water in the bath ͑W͒ used for acoustic coupling. The Plastisol samples ͑S͒ simulating tissue chromophores were stained with black paint to stimulate light absorption. In the reported experiments, we used two samples ͑samples 1 and 2͒ with absorption coefficients a =6 and 2 cm −1 , respectively. As shown in Fig. 2 , all measurements were done in the backpropagation or reflection mode, which implies that a single surface is used for optical excitation and acoustic detection as opposed to the transmission mode, which requires two-surface access to the test specimens.
Measurement Procedure
The detailed diagram explaining the relative position of the key elements and the detection principle is shown in Fig. 2 . It is important to note that in our experiments the sample ͑S͒, ultrasonic transducer and steering mirror ͑M4͒ were stationary, suspended independently on the Intralipid container ͑C͒. At the same time, the container C was attached to a micropositioning stage to enable precise translations of the whole container and, therefore, changing the sample depth with respect to the interface film separating Intralipid solution and coupling water. The distance R between absorbing sample and transducer was set equal to the transducer focal distance. Detection of acoustic waves ͑AW͒ was done by two ultrasonic transducers ͑Panametrics͒ with the peak of frequency response at 3.5 MHz ͑model no. V382, bandwidth: 2.6 MHz͒ and 0.5 MHz ͑model no. V391, bandwidth: 0.3 MHz͒, and with focal distances of 25 and 50 mm, respectively. The sample-transducer distance was optimized for the maximum of detection sensitivity and remained fixed during the measurements. The sample depth X i was varied from 1 to 25 mm with an increment of 1 mm. The maximum scanning depth of 25 mm was set due to mechanical constraints in the system, specifically because of the focal distance of the highfrequency transducer used in the experiments. The 20% Intralipid stock solution was mixed in clear water at various concentrations from weakly scattering to those similar to breast tissue. Specifically, each of the two absorbing samples ͑1 and 2͒ was tested in three solutions of Intralipid 21 with respective concentrations ͑by volume͒: 0.12% ͑solution 1͒, 0.24% ͑solution 2͒, and 0.47% ͑solution 3͒. It is expected to observe a rapid decrease of the acoustic signal when depth increases because the number of the initial optical photons that reach the targeted chromophore and are absorbed dramatically decreases. Therefore, the SNR becomes important for imaging of deep subsurface chromophores. The inherent difference in acquisition and processing of broadband acoustic transients ͑time-domain͒ and band-limited chirped PTA signals ͑FD͒ results in a different SNR. Although the stressconfined pulsed photogeneration is capable of producing high-magnitude acoustic transients, the need for broadband detection also results in high level of noise. The obvious way to increase SNR is the averaging of multiple signal records. In our time-domain measurements, the total N =10 individual signal records were averaged to produce a single acquisition waveform, which requires 1 s for each spatial point at the repetition rate of 10 Hz. Further increase of N is possible but appears to be impractical from the standpoint of real-time imaging applications, where rapid signal acquisition and processing of large amounts of data for image reconstruction is essential. Assuming the main source of noise is amplifier thermal noise described by the zero-mean Gaussian probability density function with the standard deviation , N independent measurements give the SNR improvement factor N 1/2 . Such an averaging principle is fundamentally incoherent because each point of the PTA signal is averaged independently. In contrast to the time-domain technique, the FD-PTA method employs coherent signal processing ͑correlation processing͒, meaning that the entire signal is integrated to produce a single output datum. This processing technique requires exact knowledge of the phase relationship between the detected signal and the signal used as a reference. Detailed SNR analysis reported in the literature 22 demonstrates additional improvement in SNR when multiple waveforms are added coherently at the preprocessing stage to multiply the energy of the individual chirps. In our experiments, duration of the modulation waveform f͑t͒ was set to 1 or 5 ms, which means that a much larger number of individual signals can be recorded and averaged coherently over the same time period of 1 s. However, there are practical limitations in this case as well, mainly related to storage and rapid transfer of large amounts of data comprising the long-duration waveforms acquired with high sampling rate. In our FD measurements, N was varied between 100 and 400 to improve the SNR of weak signals. The measurement procedure common to both modes consisted of the following steps: ͑i͒ container C with specific concentration of Intralipid was brought to the starting position ͑X =0 mm͒; ͑ii͒ the test sample was placed inside the container in direct contact with the interface film; ͑iii͒ the PTA signal was obtained and the transducer distance was optimized; ͑iv͒ the container was translated with step ⌬X =1 mm up to X =25 mm, and the averaged signals were recorded at each position. The recorded averaged data were combined in a 2-D matrix and transferred to an appropriate signal-processing unit for further analysis.
Data Processing and Analysis
Specifics of data processing differ for signals acquired in the two operating modes. The main concern for time-domain PTA is a reliable measurement of the profile and delay times of the acoustic transients received by a wideband transducer. The SNR is very important for imaging of deep chromophores; therefore, the high repetition rate of laser pulses is essential for averaging multiple signals recorded at different spatial positions. Typically, hundreds of individual signals must be averaged to achieve substantial noise reduction, which significantly increases the time needed for data acquisition and image reconstruction. In contrast to the relatively straightforward time-domain measurements of a delayed PTA peak, the acoustic signals with frequency-swept response require a more sophisticated signal-processing algorithm to recover spatially resolved information. We used two signal-processing methods in the present study to compare to the time-domain data. The first algorithm computes the cross-correlation function of a recorded PTA response and a stored replica of the modulation waveform ͑correlation processing͒. The second utilizes heterodyne mixing and computes the spectrum of an intermediate signal obtained by frequency downshifting ͑spectrum analyzer processing͒. Both algorithms were originally developed for radar and sonar applications and are described extensively in the literature. 23 It was mentioned above that narrowband signals ͓Eq. ͑4͔͒ cannot be used for depthresolved imaging. Following the theory of radar signals, the requirement of high SNR and high spatial resolution can be met if the modulation waveform is frequency modulated to expand its bandwidth. The simplest form of frequency modulation is a linear frequency sweep, which is merely a sinusoidal wave with the quadratic phase dependence
where 1 is the chirp-starting frequency and b is the sweep rate. Because temperature oscillations follow the laser-heating pattern, it is expected that the PTA response will be linear frequency modulated ͑LFM͒ as well, with the instantaneous amplitude dependent on frequency. Detection of the LFM acoustic waves can be done by the same transducer provided its frequency response is consistent with the chirp bandwidth. The depth information is recovered at the signal processing stage assuming the speed of sound remains constant. The first method of LFM signal processing is based on matched filtering and is shown in Fig. 3͑a͒ . Using Fourier transforms, the output s out ͑t͒ of a filter is expressed in standard form
where H͑͒ is the filter spectral response and S͑͒ is the spectrum of the input signal s͑t͒. It is simple to demonstrate 24 that the output SNR is maximized for a signal masked by white noise, if the filter spectral response is the complex conjugate of the input signal spectrum ͓i.e., H͑͒ = A · S*͑͒,
where A = const͔. Mathematically, matched filtering represents the time correlation processing of a noisy signal s͑t͒, with an exact replica of the signal known a priori. Then, the output of the matched filter ͓Eq. ͑6͔͒ is equivalent to the autocorrelation function
Typically, a copy of the modulation waveform is stored and used as a reference to compute the correlation function with the received signal. The result of correlation processing of a signal delayed by is a sharp peak at time t = , indicating the presence of a signal coherent with the reference. The magnitude of the peak is equal to the signal energy E s , and SNR for thermal noise with uniform power spectral density N 0 / 2 is 2E s / N 0 . It is worth noting that correlation processing does not provide detailed information about the waveform but rather indicates the presence or absence of a waveform with specific characteristics. In practice, the received signal may not be an exact copy of the reference and signal phase may not be known in advance. Then, Eq. ͑8͒ gives a cross-correlation function and the SNR gain may be less than the optimal provided by the ideal matched filter. Additionally, the spectrum of the PTA signal is reduced at the high-frequency end ͓Eq. ͑5͔͒, which also translates into reduced signal energy and SNR smaller than ideal. Implementation of correlation processing is much more efficient in the Fourier domain ͓Fig. 3͑a͔͒, and the resulting complex valued correlation function B can be analyzed in terms of amplitude |B| and phase B = tan −1 ͑ImB/ ReB͒. It is important to note that the correlation phase B defined in this manner is different from the acoustic wave phase. It describes the fine structure of the correlation function B, which gives it the connection to the physical properties of the probed domain and is completely determined by the chirp parameters. In the case of LFM chirps with duration t ch and quadratic phase dependence ͓Eq. ͑6͔͒, the correlation function B͑t͒ has a sinc-function envelope filled with a harmonic carrier at the frequency 0 = 1 + ͑bt ch ͒ / 2, which is equivalent to the linear phase B = 0 t as a function of time. The phase B of the correlation function can be utilized for imaging as well, but meaningful phase dependence can be obtained only near the correlation peaks where SNRϾ 1. The advantage of phase is related to its insensitivity to local variations of optical fluence, which may be used to produce more uniform depth-specific images than those obtained with amplitude data alone. 9 Phase detection of the acoustic wave itself requires separate in-phase and quadrature processing channels and was not implemented in the present studies. Regardless of the specifics of phase processing, it is important to note that the phase data can be used in PTA imaging to yield information complementary to amplitude, whereas pulsed laser PTA imaging is capable of yielding only one such image ͑magnitude͒.
The second method is called the "spectrum analyzer" technique, which is based on heterodyne mixing to extract depth information from the received PTA response. The block diagram of the algorithm is shown in Fig. 3͑b͒ . This algorithm multiplies the input signal s͑t͒ delayed by time = R / c a , and the reference chirp s r ͑t͒ with phase characteristic given by Eq. 
where A is the signal amplitude and is the constant phase. Equation Fig. 4͑a͒ ͑i͒ the PA signal rapidly decreases with depth increase, and ͑ii͒ the signal becomes progressively obstructed by the interference signal observed at t Ͻ 20 s. That interference signal originates in the scattered optical radiation absorbed by the transducer itself and the resulting sound waves reflected from the transducer housing. Frequently, additional signal conditioning is employed to reduce the effect of interference ͑e.g., digital filtering͒, but we do not use it here to avoid possible alterations to the broadband PTA signal itself. Measurements of the signal amplitude as a function of depth for all three Intralipid solutions and the two absorbing samples are shown in Figs. 4͑b͒ and 5 . The gradual decrease of the PTA amplitude with increasing sample depth can be used to evaluate optical properties of the surrounding medium. Because the peak of the acoustic pressure is proportional to the local optical fluence E, the spatial distribution of E in the diffusion-dominated regime is described in a manner similar to the amplitude of spherical waves
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where E 0 is the optical fluence at the interface and eff is the effective attenuation coefficient. Then, the product p d r is proportional to exp͑− eff r͒. A semilog plot of the PTA signal amplitude multiplied by the sample depth versus depth for all three Intralipid solutions is shown in Fig. 4͑b͒ . The transition from the collimated laser beam to the diffuse propagation is observed as eventual emergence of a linear trend in the plot, which occurs earlier in the case of the highly scattering solu- Fig. 4͑b͒ give the following estimates for the eff : 0.8 cm −1 ͑solution 1͒, 1.0 cm −1 ͑solution 2͒, and 1.3 cm −1 ͑solution 3͒. With respect to maximum imaging depth in tissue, of particular interest are the data recorded with the highly scattering solution ͑solution 3͒, which resembles the optical properties of a human breast. Measurements of the signal amplitude as a function of depth for two test samples are shown in Fig. 5 . These semilog plots show a nearly linear drop of the acoustic amplitude for the weakly scattering medium that increasingly deviates from the linear with increase of Intralipid concentration. Both samples can be reliably detected in weakly and intermediately scattering solutions ͑1 and 2͒. However, in solution 3, the PA signal disappears at a depth of ϳ23 mm ͑sample 1͒ and ϳ18 mm ͑sample 2͒. Error bars in Fig. 5͑a͒ do not exceed the size of the symbols. Although, the thermal noise in these measurements is relatively small ͑V rms =5 ϫ 10 −4 V͒, the background interference shown in Fig. 4 becomes the dominant blocking factor, which cannot be reduced by simple averaging of multiple waveforms. It should be noted that theoretical estimates of maximum imaging depth frequently rely exclusively on the thermal noise level as a limiting parameter. 2, 12 Although such estimates may be appropriate for the transmission imaging mode where optical source and transducer are positioned at opposite sides, single-side reflection imaging must deal with interference stemming from the direct optical radiation and background absorption of the surrounding tissues. Assuming idealized interference-free measurements, we can estimate the maximum depth by extrapolating curves in Fig. 5 to the thermal noise floor. Our measurements give for samples 1 and 2 the potential maximum imaging depth of about 45 and 35 mm, respectively, for the given sensitivity of the ultrasonic transducer and thermal noise-limited detection. In practice, these estimates are reduced nearly by a factor of 2 unless additional measures ͑e.g., dark-field illumination 25 ͒ are implemented to eliminate photoacoustic interference. Similar time-domain measurements were carried out with the 2-in. focusing ultrasonic transducer with the central frequency of 0.5 MHz, and results are shown in Fig. 6 . Typical waveforms at depths of X =10, 20, and 25 mm are shown in Fig. 6͑a͒ , and the amplitude dependence of the PTA signals for the same two samples in solution 3 is shown in Fig. 6͑b͒ . Because focal distance is increased by the factor of 2, the PTA response is detected at 40-s delay time. Our data indicate that the signal can be detected as deep as 25 mm in solution 3, but it appears on top of a low-frequency background interference pattern resulting in increased instability of the signal at large depths. Comparing to data in Figs. 4 and 5, the signal amplitude is smaller due to the difference in transducer sensitivity, but the thermal noise appears to be diminished as well, as the result of reduced detection bandwidth. Again, simple extrapolation of the trend to the noise floor ͑1.5 ϫ 10 −4 V͒ gives an estimate of the maximum depth, which for both samples is Ͻ40 mm. The time-domain data show that broadband detection with 3.5 MHz is preferred and gives the maximum imaging depth of 18-23 mm for the sample absorption coefficient range of 2-6 cm −1 . Potentially, the maximum depth can be extended to 35-45 mm provided efficient signal conditioning is implemented to suppress the background interference signal.
FD Results with Correlation Processing
It was demonstrated in our earlier studies 8-10 that PTA imaging of tissues with submillimeter depth resolution can be realized with relatively low-intensity modulated laser irradiation, provided the modulation waveform has specific temporal characteristics. Then, the depth information can be recovered using FD signal processing methods applied to the recorded periodic PTA response. The FD-PTA method utilizes coherent properties of photogenerated acoustic waves as discussed in Sec. 3.3 to increase the SNR of the relatively weak acoustic response. Compared to the time-domain measurements, the FD-PTA gives much greater flexibility in shaping the PTA response ͑chirp length, frequency range, and sweep rate͒. Along with coherent signal processing algorithms for signal recovery, it may provide a valuable alternative to the conventional pulsed time-domain technique. To address the question of maximum imaging depth attainable with FD-PTA, we use the same absorbing samples and the same scattering solutions to detect the PTA signal at various depths. The optical excitation in this mode is modulated by a continuous sequence of chirps with the frequency swept in a predefined range. The initial phase of each chirp was maintained fixed to enable coherent averaging of multiple signals prior to signal processing. The correlation processing method shown in Fig. 3͑a͒ computes the amplitude of the cross-correlation function as a function of delay time using an fast Fourier transform ͑FFT͒ algorithm. The chirp parameters were varied depending on the transducer spectral response and the sample depth in order to increase SNR. Typically, the linear frequency-swept modulation waveforms were 1 or 5 ms long and in the frequencysweep range of 1-5 MHz for the high-frequency transducer detection and 200-800 kHz for the low-frequency transducer. Recorded PTA signals were averaged coherently ͑N = 100-400͒, and the averaged signal was cross-correlated with the reference waveform. Typical results of correlation processing for linear-frequency modulated response ͑chirp duration, 1 ms͒ recorded with the 3.5-MHz transducer and sample 1 in the high-scattering solution ͑solution 3͒ are shown in Fig. 7 . The spike at t =20 s corresponds to the PTA response from the sample and is 575 ns wide ͑FWHM͒.
Its magnitude decreased rapidly with increase of the sample depth. The plots of the cross-correlation function amplitude versus depth for both samples and all Intralipid solutions are shown in Fig. 8 . Similar to the time-domain measurements, the semi-log plot of amplitudes show that the peak of the cross-correlation signal decreases almost linearly and only for solution 1 is a PTA signal observed within the entire range of (V) depths. For the high-scattering solutions, the maximum depth at which the peak remained above the noise floor was ϳ10 mm for sample 1 and ϳ8 mm for sample 2. Comparison to Fig. 5 reveals that maximum imaging depths observed in the time-domain measurements exceed those achieved with chirped excitation nearly by a factor of 2. Despite the inferior results shown in Fig. 8 , the performance of the FD method can be significantly improved by varying parameters of the Depth (mm) Depth (mm) modulation chirp. There are two parameters to consider: one is the chirp duration; the other is the frequency sweep range. The former parameter defines the SNR because the peak magnitude is proportional to signal energy, and the latter is related to the efficiency of PTA response generation. Measurements with lower frequencies and longer chirps show that the imaging depth of the FD-PTA method can be extended ͑Fig. 9͒. A series of measurements with Intralipid solution 3 and the laser modulation chirp in the frequency sweep range of 200-800 kHz ͑chirp duration 5 ms͒ were carried out with the low-frequency transducer ͑0.5 MHz͒. Results of crosscorrelation processing for sample 1 positioned at depths X =10, 20, and 25 mm are shown in Fig. 9͑a͒ . Because the axial resolution is inversely proportional to bandwidth, the correlation peak appears noticeably broader compared to the highfrequency measurements, which ultimately translates into reduced axial resolution. However, in contrast to Figs. 7 and 8 , the correlation signal in Fig. 9͑a͒ shows that it is possible to detect PTA signals at a depth of Ͼ25 mm. Measurements of correlation peak amplitudes for samples 1 and 2 in solution 3 are shown in Fig. 9͑b͒ . Data for other solution concentrations are not shown because the PTA signal was reliably detected for all depths ͑0-25 mm͒. Extrapolation of these two measurements to the noise floor gives the potential maximum imaging depth of 32-38 mm for chromophores with the absorption coefficients in the range of 2-6 cm −1 . These data show that the maximum imaging depth of frequency-domain PTA is comparable to that achieved in the pulsed time-domain measurements ͑Fig. 5͒, although an increase in imaging depth requires certain trade-off with respect to the axial resolution. The observed increase in depth sensitivity with low-frequency chirps may be explained by the more efficient PA generation because the acoustic wavelength a in the range of 200-800 kHz ͑ a = 1.8-7.5 mm͒ more closely matches the optical penetration depth equal to a −1 . It is also important to note that FD-PTA with correlation processing is much less susceptible to the unwanted baseline interference ͑compare Figs. 7 and 9 to Fig. 4͒ and exhibits a much improved SNR ͓see Figs. 6͑b͒ and 9͑b͔͒ which ultimately may result in a better contrast of photoacoustic images.
FD Results with Heterodyne Processing
An alternative processing method of the linear-frequency modulated signals was described in Sec. 3.3 and is shown schematically in Fig. 3͑b͒ . This algorithm relies on heterodyne-type frequency downshifting, and the intermediate spectrum is analyzed to recover spatial information. The result of multiplication of the reference chirp and the chirped PTA response delayed by the time R / c a with subsequent rejection of the sum frequency components ͑low-pass filtering͒ creates an intermediate signal s if with the frequency component f if = bR / ͑2c a ͒ proportional to the delay time. Analysis of the signal s if spectrum reveals the position of acoustic sources as discrete peaks at frequencies f if . This algorithm can be very fast because it requires only multiplication operations and forward Fourier transformations, but additional time may be necessary to extract a weak signal from the noisy background. We processed the same data shown in Fig. 9 using the spectral analyzer algorithm to demonstrate its capability with respect to imaging depth. The data recorded with the low-frequency transducer had bandwidth of 600 kHz and chirps were 5 ms long, giving the sweep rate b / 2 = 1. Fig. 10͑a͒ for sample 1 at the same depth positions in solution 3 as before. The main peak is observed at 4.8 kHz, as expected, and the secondary peak is due to sound reflection from the interface film. The signal was reliably detected even for the deepest sample position X =25 mm. The relatively narrow width ͑250 Hz͒ may compensate to some degree for the loss of axial resolution observed in Fig. 9 . Similar measurements of the peak amplitude as a function of depth show the familiar nearly straight line on the semi-log scale with an ultimate depth sensitivity of 25-31 mm ͑extrapolated data for sample 1͒, depending on the absorption coefficient. The superior signal-to-noise ratio over the pulsed laser PTA response shown in Fig. 4 is evident.
The sharp frequency peak in the spectrum of s if enables precise measurements of its position as a function of depth. An example of such measurements is shown in Fig. 11 . A small but persistent decrease of the peak frequency was observed when the sample depth increased. Because the sampletransducer distance did not change in the course of the depth scan, it is possible to explain the observed phenomenon by a small difference in acoustic wave speed in the Intralipid suspension and in clear water when the relative acoustic travel distance in one medium with respect to the other is changed. Assuming this is the case, the overall shift of 50 Hz translates into sound speed variation of ϳ1%. Comparison of the data in Figs. 4-6 and 9-11 underscores the information-rich features, very efficient baseline suppression and superior SNR leading to the high potential of FD-PTA for quantitative characterization of biological materials. Figures 4, 5, and 10 show that FD-PTA with heterodyne processing yields imaging depths comparable to those accessed by pulsed laser PTA, although with somewhat reduced axial resolution.
Conclusions
We have conducted quantitative characterization of timedomain and FD-PTA measurements with respect to maximum depth sensitivity in materials with optical properties mimicking biological tissues. Experiments were performed using a dual-mode optical system capable of both pulsed laserinduced time-domain and CW FD measurements under identical test conditions. Our results with the nanosecond optical source indicate that the light-absorbing samples in the absorption coefficient range of 2-6 cm −1 immersed in tissuelike scattering Intralipid suspensions can be detected at maximum depth of 18-23 mm below the surface. The masking effect of the undesired background interference signal is substantial for the pulsed PTA technique at large imaging depths in reflection mode and must be addressed in order to achieve the ideal thermal-noise-limited detection. Estimates of the maximum depth show imaging feasibility at 35-45 mm. Significant increase of imaging depth by increasing optical fluence to the MPE level does not seem possible unless acoustic interference is eliminated without affecting the PTA response. It was also demonstrated that the FD-PTA modality operating with chirped modulation waveforms and much lower optical power can provide comparable or better depth sensitivity with millimeter-scale axial resolution due to superior SNR. Further improvement of the SNR is possible by adjusting the phase of the reference signal to maintain the important in-phase condition and by amplifying the higher-frequency end of a chirp to achieve better matching for correlation processing. In addition to superior SNR, the FD-PTA also provides efficient suppression of the baseline interference, which is important for single surface ͑reflection͒ imaging mode. To maximize imaging depth of the FD-PTA technique, the frequency sweep range of the modulation waveforms must be chosen by taking into account the optical properties of the targeted chromophores, which may result in reduced axial resolution. Application of the FD signal processing methods, such as heterodyne mixing, enables direct mapping of spatial information to the spectrum of the frequency-downshifted intermediate signal, which can be used for depth-selective imaging through narrowband filtering. This feature of FD-PTA can be used for the implementation of confocal imaging of biological tissues at substantially improved SNR over pulsed laser PA.
